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Complementary correlations can reveal the genuine quantum correlations present in a composite
quantum system. Here we investigate the relation between complementary correlations and other
aspects of genuine quantum correlations. We show that for a certain class of states quantum cor-
relations revealed through complementary correlations become equal to entanglement and discord.
We also provide a necessary and sufficient condition for entanglement distribution with separable
Bell diagonal states in terms of complementary correlations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum mechanical systems consisting of more than
one subsystem can have both quantum and classi-
cal correlations or only classical correlations between
themselves[1].There are different aspects of quantum
correlations, such as entanglement[2, 3], discord[4],
measurement-induced disturbances[5] etc.The presence
of quantum correlations make the quantum correlated
states useful for quantum information processing tasks
such as teleportation[6],dense-coding[7], remote state
preparation[8], quantum cryptography[9] etc.So it is very
important to characterize and quantify such non-classical
correlations. Though entanglement is the best studied
form of quantum correlations, in the last few years dis-
cord has also received a lot of attention.
Apart from entanglement and discord, the quan-
tum correlations can also be revealed by measuring the
correlations between measurement outcomes of comple-
mentary observables present on both sides of a bipar-
tite state[10], say ρAB. Though complementary corre-
lation measures can be linked to mutual information,
Pearson correlation coefficient and the sum of conditional
probabilities[10], we are mainly interested on mutual in-
formation based measure. In this article we show that
for certain class of states the quantum correlations mea-
sured through complementary correlation is exactly equal
to entanglement and discord.
On the other hand, entanglement distribution with
seperable states is a quantum phenomena which depicts
the bizzare feature of quantum correlations.First intro-
duced by Cubittet .al .[11], this phenomena has got a lot of
attention in the last few years.The central idea of entan-
glement distribution scheme in Ref.[11] is that Alice can
create entanglement between herself and Bob by sending
a qubit in a seperable state.At the beginning of the pro-
tocol Alice and Bob take a state ρABC which is shared
between them as ρAC|B. Alice then applies a controlled
NOT (CNOT) on her qubits A and C (where A is the
control qubit) and sends qubit C to Bob. Upon receiving
qubit C from Alice, Bob performs CNOT on qubits B and
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C taking B as the control qubit. At the end of the pro-
tocol entanglement is generated in the bipartition ρA|BC .
During the whole process qubit C remains separable from
the labs of Alice and Bob, that is bipartitioning ρC|AB is
seperable.
Though Alice and Bob can create entanglement from
a seperable state shared by them, the amount of entangle-
ment gain is always upper bounded which simply means
that arbitrary amount of entanglement can not be gener-
ated. More precisely to say, the non-classical correlations
of the carrier (qubit C) with parties( qubits A and B)
bound the amount of distributed entanglement[12, 13].
The protocols for entanglement distribution de-
scribed in Ref[12, 13] have one common point. All of
those protocols assume that initially there is some quan-
tum correlations between ancilla qubit C and the labo-
ratories. But here we are interested with such a proto-
col where ancilla qubit is uncorrelated with rest of the
system, as also mentioned in Ref[14]. Keeping such a
protocol in mind if we think EDSS as a quantum task
in which entanglement is activated from other form of
quantum correlations, then seperable states are the use-
ful resources in the task and ancilla qubit helps in the
distribution of entanglement. At this point one might
be tempted to ask the question- What are the necessary
conditions a seperable state must satisfy to be useful for
entanglement distribution? The answer to this question
has been provided in [15], where it was shown that en-
tanglement distribution with seperable states is possible
if the rank of the states are at least 3. We aim here to
find the answer of the above question through a differ-
ent approach. More specifically, imposing conditions on
quantum correlations present in the seperable state. We
consider complementary correlations as the measure of
quantum correlations and derive necessary and sufficient
condition for EDSS.
II. COMPLEMENTARY CORRELATIONS
Two quantum mechanical observables are called com-
plementary if knowledge of the measured value any one
observable implies maximal uncertainty of the measured
value of another. To explain more precisely, let A
and B are two non-degenerate observables. The spec-
2tral representation of these observables are respectively
A = Σi f(ai)|ai〉〈ai| and B = Σj g(bj)|bj〉〈bj |, where|ai〉
and |bj〉 are the eigenstates of A and B respectively. f
and g are two arbitrary bijective functions. Now, the
observables A and B are complementary if
|〈ai|bj〉|= 1
d
, ∀i, j (1)
where, d is the dimension of the Hilbert space of the
quantum system. The complementary observables with
the above definition identify two mutually unbiased
bases(MUBs)[16]. For example, in 2-dimensional Hilbert
space the Pauli spinors σx,σy and σz are the three com-
plementary observables, the eigenvectors of which form
the mutually unbiased bases {|0〉, |1〉}, { |0〉+|1〉√
2
,
|0〉−|1〉√
2
}
and { |0〉+i|1〉√
2
,
|0〉−i|1〉√
2
}
Now consider Alice and Bob are two parties hold-
ing quantum systems A and B respectively, {Ai} and
{Bi} are respectively the set of complementary observ-
ables for Alice’s and Bob’s systems. The correlations
between the measurement outcomes of complementary
observables Ai’s and Bi’s can be expressed in terms mu-
tual information as[10]
I(Ai : Bi) ≡ H(Ai)−H(Ai|Bi) (2)
where, H(Ai) is the Shanon entropy of the probabilities
of the measurement outcomes of observable Ai of Alice’s
system and H(Ai|Bi) is the conditional entropy, condi-
tioning being done on Bob’s side. If A1,A2 and B1,B2
are complementary observables on Alice’s and Bob’s side,
then the bipartite quantum state shared between Alice
and Bob is maximally entangled if and only if I(A1 : B1)
+I(A2 : B2) = 2 log2 d[10],where d is the dimension of
the Hilbert space of Alice’s or Bob’s system.
We begin with a generic two-qubit state [17] which
can be represented as
τ =
1
4
(12⊗12+a ·σ⊗12+12⊗b ·σ+
3∑
m,n=1
cnmσn⊗σm)
(3)
where, 12 represents the identity operator, a and b are
the local Bloch vectors for each subsystem and {σn}3n=1
are the standard Pauli spinors σx, σy and σz . The coef-
ficients cnm = Tr(τσn⊗σm) form the elements of a 3× 3
matrix T . From[17, 18] it is easy to show that τ is locally
unitary equivalent to
γ =
1
4
(12⊗12+a·σ⊗12+12⊗b·σ+
3∑
n=1
cnσn⊗σn). (4)
For our purpose we will consider the states with maxi-
mally mixed marginals,that is, the states of the form
ρ =
1
4
(12 ⊗ 12 +
3∑
n=1
cnσn ⊗ σn), (5)
As both the subsystems are qubit, the eigen vectors of
Pauli spinors form the mutually unbiased bases on Bob’s
side, which are:
{|bj1〉|j = 1, 2} = {|0〉, |1〉}
{|bj2〉|j = 1, 2} = {
|0〉+ |1〉√
2
,
|0〉 − |1〉√
2
}
{|bj3〉|j = 1, 2} = {
|0〉+ i|1〉√
2
,
|0〉 − i|1〉√
2
} (6)
Our primary goal is to measure quantum correlations by
measuring the complementary correlations of the state ρ.
Let
{Π{|bj
i
〉|j=1,2} = |bji 〉〈bji |: i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2} (7)
be the local projective measurements on Bob’s side. In-
terestingly, each measurement is related to other through
some unitary V ∈ U(2), that is,
Π{|bj
2
〉|j=1,2} = VΠ{|bj
1
〉}V
† (8)
and so on. Here V has an explicit form as
V = tI + i~y~σ (9)
where, t ∈ R, ~y = (y1, y2, y3) ∈ R3. Now, using the same
techniques as in Ref.[18], we find the complementary cor-
relations as
χ{ρ|{Π{|bj
i
〉|j=1,2}}} = S(Σi piρAi )− Σi piS(ρAi )
=
1 + θ
2
log(1 + θ)
+
1− θ
2
log(1− θ) (10)
where, θ ≡ θ(t, yi, ci). The maximum of the quantity in
Eqn.(10) will give the value of classical correlation of the
state. Let, for θ = |c1| the quantity in Eqn.(10) becomes
maximum. So the classical correlation of the state wil be
C(ρ) = 1 + c1
2
log(1 + c1) +
1− c1
2
log(1 − c1) (11)
A little algebra shows that θ = |c1| actually refer to
measurement on {|bj2〉|j = 1, 2} = { |0〉+|1〉√2 ,
|0〉−|1〉√
2
} ba-
sis. In other words, we can say that the correlations
between measurement outcomes of the observable σx on
both sides will yield the classical correlation of the state
ρ. The correlations between measurements outcomes of
the observables σz will be
Q1 = 1 + c3
2
log(1 + c3) +
1− c3
2
log(1− c3) (12)
The discord (D) of the state ρ can be found from Ref.[18]
and comparison of that with Q1 clearly reveals the rela-
tion
Q1 ≤ D (13)
If the total correlations or mutual information(I) of
the state ρ is calculated, then it is clear that
Q1 + C < I (14)
3Now we consider the states for which c1 = 1, c2 =
−c3 and |c3|≤ 1. The states with such parametrization
are of the form
ρ =
1 + c3
2
|Ψ+〉〈Ψ+|+1− c3
2
|Φ+〉〈Φ+| (15)
where, |Φ+〉 = 1√
2
(|00〉+|11〉) and |Ψ+〉 = 1√
2
(|01〉+|10〉)
The discord and relative entropy of entanglement of such
states are found to be
D = Er = Q1 (16)
and the classical correlation is exactly the same as that
in Eqn.(11). Hence, for the states described in Eqn.(15)
quantum correlations revealed through complementary
correlation is equal to other existing measure of non-
classical correlations such as discord and relative entropy
of entanglement, and for such states
Q1 + C = I (17)
If one considers the Werner state[19], then it will not
be hard to prove that Q1 ≤ D.
Again consider a two-qubit state ρAB. If any of the
complementary correlations I(σAx : σ
B
x ),I(σ
A
y : σ
B
y ) and
I(σAz : σ
B
z ) of the state is zero, then what can be in-
fered about discord and entanglement of ρAB? For any
generic two qubit state it is hard to infer about discord
and entanglement from complementary correlations but
for Bell-diagonal states complementary correlations serve
the purpose.
A. A necessary condition for non-zero
entanglement of Bell-diagonal states
Bell-diagonal states will have non-zero entanglement
if all the complementary correlations are non-zero.
Proof:- Bell diagonal states are represented as
ρAB =
1
4 (12 ⊗ 12 +
∑3
n=1 cnσn ⊗ σn). Let λ(ρAB)
denote the spectrum of state ρAB.The partial transpose
of ρAB on qubit A be ρ
A
AB. Now, let us consider that
I(σ(y)A : σ(y)B) = 0 (18)
which implies
|c2|= 0 (19)
Under such a condition λ(ρAAB) = λ(ρAB) ≥ 0 and PPT
condition[20] confirms that the state will be seperable
and hence has zero-entanglement. Similarly, consider-
ing any other complementary correlation to be equal to
zero it can be proved that the state ρAB will have zero-
entanglement.
The above mentioned condition is necessary but not
sufficient.
B. Complementary correlations and discord
Again consider two Bell diagonal states of the form
in Eqn.(5) with c1 = 0.5, c2 = 0.25, c3 = 0.25 and
c1 = 0.5, c2 = 0, c3 = 0.25 respectively. The dis-
cord of those states when calculated shows the relation
Dc2=0.25 > Dc2=0. Therefore, it is clear that Bell diag-
onal states for which all the complementary correlations
are non-zero will have more discord than that of those
for which I(σAy : σ
B
y ) = 0 .
For classically correlated state of the form
ρcc =
1
2
(|00〉〈00|+|11〉〈11|) (20)
I(σAx : σ
B
x ) = 0, I(σ
A
y : σ
B
y ) = 0 and I(σ
A
z : σ
B
z ) = C(ρcc)
From the above examples it is well understood that
complementary correlations are very useful in revealing
the genuine quantum correlations.
III. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT
CONDITION FOR ENTANGLEMENT
DISTRIBUTION WITH SEPERABLE
BELL-DIAGONAL STATES
Separable Bell diagonal states will be useful resource
for entanglement distribution iff correlations exist be-
tween measurement outcomes of all the complementary
observables present on both side. The proof of the state-
ment is as follows:
Let ρAB is a Bell-diagonal state as represented in
Eqn.(5) and λ(ρABC) denote the spectrum of state ρABC ,
where, ρABC = UACρAB ⊗ ρCU †AC and UAC is the uni-
tary applied by Alice on qubits A and C. The partial
transpose of ρABC on qubit A be ρ
A
ABC . Entanglement
distribution is said to be successful if in the bipartition
A|BC, λ(ρAABC) < 0[21].
Now let I(σ(y)A : σ(y)B) = 0, which implies
(1+c2)
2 log2(1 + c2) +
(1−c2)
2 log2(1 − c2) = 0 and hence
|c2|= 0. Under such a condition λ(ρAABC) < 0 does not
hold [14], i.e., no distillable entanglement is present be-
tween Alice and Bob.
Similarly if we consider I(σ(x)A : σ(x)B) = 0 or
I(σ(z)A : σ(z)B) = 0 ( equivalently |c1|= 0 or |c3|=
0) then λ(ρAABC) = λ(ρABC). Now, as ρABC is a
well defined desity matrix representing a 3-qubit state,
λ(ρABC) ≥ 0. Hence, there will be no distillable entan-
glement in the bipartition A|BC.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown that for a certain class of states the
genuine quantum correlations can be measured through
complementary correlations. For such states the non-
classical correlations measured through complementary
correlations are exactly equal to the entanglement and
4discord. Considering Bell-diagonal states we have em-
phasized that simultaneous existence of correlations in
all the mutually unbiased bases(equivalently I(σ(x)A :
σ(x)B) 6= 0 I(σ(y)A : σ(y)B) 6= 0, I(σ(z)A : σ(z)B) 6= 0)
is necessary for non-zero entanglement. Moreover, for
such states if correlations in any complementary base
vanish then the quantum discord will decrease. Though
we have considered a very special class of states and tried
to investigate how complementary correlations can pro-
vide insights about discord and entanglement, we aim to
generalize the results for any bipartite 2-qubit states.
We have also provided a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for entanglement distribution with seperable Bell-
diagonal states. A seperable Bell-diagonal state will be a
useful resource for EDSS iff all the complementary cor-
relations are non-zero. The condition for EDSS provided
by us seems to be equivalent to that mentioned in Ref[14]
but our approach is entirely different. Infact, if the co-
efficients cis are ordered like |c1|≥ |c3|≥ |c2| and it is
assumed that I(σ(x)A : σ(x)B) = 0, then |c2|= 0 automat-
ically. So, the necessary condition |c2|6= 0 for EDSS with
Bell-diagonal states[14] follows from the condition shown
in this paper. Entanglement distribution with seperable
states depends on the quantum correlations present in
such states and we hope that our results will shed light
on this fact.
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